
Blackburrial? The RIM story from the 
perspective of the adaptive cycle. 
“Many companies go through cycles. Intel experienced it, IBM experienced it,  Apple 
experienced it. Our job was to reinvent ourselves, which we all believed BB10 would do,”. 
(Silcoff, Mcnish & Ladurantaye, 2013).  This is a quote from an interview with Mr. Lazaridis, 
the founder and former CEO of RIM, the maker of the in the past popular blackberry phones. 
It seems that Mr. Lazaridis picked up on the notion that his company RIM was going through 
a cycle. In this paper we will show by using the adaptive 
cycle that he was in fact correct and through which 
phases the company was going and when. 

 But first, let’s shortly address what the adaptive 
cycle is (figure 1). The adaptive cycle can be seen as a 
model that represents that the organization over time 
goes through a succession of phases, in which each 
phase includes a different assessment of reality, culture, 
management style and actions connected with these 
(Abcouwer & Parson, 2011).  The model consists of 4 
quadrants, with each one representing a certain phase.  
The names of the phases are equilibrium, crisis, new 
combinations and entrepreneurship. 

 We pick up the RIM story in 1998 in the entrepreneurship 
quadrant. The entrepreneurship quadrant is about striving for a 
desired improvement or new development with much energy and 
focus. Fast growing/development is the goal: the company knows what it wants, it has a 
vision and objectives, it is growing fast/is scaling up and is improving the knowledge of cause 
and result (Abcouwer & Parson, 2011).  RIM already became the first wireless data 
technology developer in 1988, our story picks up when RIM introduced their first device, the 
inter@ctive in 1996.  Now that it has successfully introduced a device, the company wants to 
raise more money and grow, so RIM decides to go public in 1997. After this new inflow of 
resources RIM developed the first true blackberry, the 850 and it was a big success. The 
company flourished and we skip ahead to the next quadrant. 
 The second quadrant is the equilibrium quadrant. This is the business-as-usual 
quadrant in which there is a pursuit for efficiency and preservation and improvement of the 
market position (Abcouwer & Parson, 2011). RIM is sitting in a strong position now with two 
major strong points; their position as smartphone manufacturer and their position in regards to 
exploiting the Blackberry Messenger (BBM) instant messaging platform that required a 
monthly payment to RIM in order for the consumer to use it. RIM even became the most 
valuable company briefly in 2007. However things were starting to change  in this period. In 
2006 the iPhone was introduced.  This had not a lot of impact on RIM at first, most 
consumers still wanted to buy blackberries (Silcoff et al., 2013). But the rules of the game 
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changed with this introduction.  RIM management thought little of touchscreens. They 
thought their models were what consumers wanted (Silcoff et al., 2013). But above all, 
blackberries were data efficient devices and iPhones were data hogging devices in their eyes, 
they knew that carriers tried to keep data usage predictable during this period. However the 
plans of the carriers changed. They started to promote data packages and they focus shifted to 
the internet experience, which iPhones did better than the watered down web experience on 
blackberries.  RIM did an attempt at an iPhone killer as part of a deal with Verzion, it 
however was not received well and sales were low. But there were still no worries for RIM. In 
2009 it was declared the fastest growing company by Fortune (Silcoff et al., 2013). However 
“Black Swans” (Taleb, 2010) had already emerged.  While RIM deemed they had enough 
time to reinvent themselves and catch up with their browsing experience by acquiring third-
parties, smart phone users has also shifting their focus on the software applications and 
application ecosystem of smart phones and were not longer choosing a new phone solely 
based on hardware alone. These changes meant RIM needed new tools to deal with these 
changes and tried to catch up by buying other companies that were already developing 
products in this line, Mr. Lazaridis states that “This really meant we were not positioned for 
the future,” (Silcoff et al., 2013). This indicates that the management had at that point finally 
realized that due to the external developments, the self organizing ability of dealing with this 
crisis was not at hand. And as Abcouwer and Parson (2011) in their paper state, as soon as the 
organization realizes this,  a Gestalt switch occurs from confidence to insecurity. RIM now 
moves from the equilibrium to the crisis quadrant. 
  

In the crisis quadrant, the organization is aware of the uncertainty in their can. RIM 
has to reinvent itself in this phase. Not exactly knowing what to do caused a divide within the 
company that is reflected in the plans stat spawned and the choices made. There was a divide 
within the company. A new CEO was also appointed. Within the company the direction the 
hardware should go in wasn’t clear while the old CEO thought phones with keyboards were 
still their forté and were clearly differentiated,  the new CEO deemed it was better to move 
into the touch screen direction. The battle within RIM was also reflected in one of the phones 
the company released the year before, the blackberry torch. A clumsy hybrid of a blackberry 
and a touch screen with the new browser they developed for their old system. The chaos 
within the company was reflected in that phone. Other plans that arose were spreading the 
BBM platform to other devices than blackberry through carriers. This would yield more 
subscriptions, a steady source of income for RIM. Decisions had to be made by the new CEO 
within the company, this while the value of the company plummeted.  

In the New combinations quadrant, the result of the initiated searches for solutions in 
the previous quadrant has been decided upon and the company will try anew with these new 
combinations. There are two new main combinations that were chosen to fight the crisis. The 
first one is the new direction of the hardware of RIM. RIM will bet almost everything on their 
new Blackberry OS 10 devices, the OS was developed by the acquired QNX. Notable 
launches were the tablet of blackberry, the playbook and the Z10, the flagship release at the 
time. Both underwent ill fates. It was not that the devices themselves were not good, the 
critics were positive about them. But a lack of applications support and an unclear direction of 
the company withheld consumers from buying them uptil now. RIM recently launched the 
Z30, their new flagship phone.  



 The second new combination has to do with BBM. While the plan to partner up 
with the carriers has been eliminated by the new CEO in the crisis phase, the plan has 
reemerged in a different form. Blackberry recently made their blackberry message platform 
available to android and iOS users with a free BBM application. RIM claims that at the 
moment this paper is written, that it has more than 80 million users. In contrast, other instant 
messaging services for smartphone such as Whatsapp currently have 300 million active users. 
The only distinctive feature of the BBM application is that RIM is known for its security. 
Pricing is still something that is being thought of in the strategy offices, because for now it is 
free, but RIM needs to generate income from this new form somehow. This has been a bold 
move by RIM because a few years ago it would have been unimaginable that the company 
would make its killer application available to other platforms ánd for free while it had been 
generating hundreds of millions of dollars for the company annually.  

Time will tell if RIM will be successful again now that it has moved full circle again 
back into the entrepreneur phase. The future is rather unsure for RIM and it is the question if 
they have made the right calls. However, all that counts for RIM now is to gain market share 
again in the hardware department and in the software services department.  
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